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WELCOME TO KULLSJÖN!
FISHING RULES


Permissions to fish is valid only for the date written on the license.



No more then three ( 3 ) fish of salmon species is permitted per license.



Fishing must be from land. Wading is permitted.

Allowed fishing methods:
-

Traditional fly fishing, meaning- rod, flyline with tippet and one fly attached. Strike
indicator is not allowed.
Fishing with spinning tackle, lures and spinners, without baits is permitted.



No other fishing methods are allowed.’



Fishing whit net etc is not allowed.



In winter time ice fishing is allowed with short rods.



Notice that only maggots or shrimps are allowed as bait when ice fishing. Corn is not allowed
as bait.



The holder of a fishing license must follow these rules.



Violation will lead to immediate suspensions of license and loss of rights to acquire fishing
license in future.



It’s mandatory to present the license, any catch and fishing equipment on request from fishing
inspector or police.



Please be careful with fire and use only existing fire places.



Children under 12 year are permitted to fish together with older license holder but with the
maximum limited of three ( 3 ) fish per license.



Carry your license visible.

Violation of above rules is punishable by 1000 Sek.
If there is a need to get in contact with a fishing inspector please call +46 705 721999

What we expect from our gests:


You must purchase a license.



You must follow the fishing rules.



You are allowed to not litter in the nature, at the fire places or on in the water. Take with you
used disposable grill, empty bottles, beer cans and soft drinks bottles or cans, plastic bags,
tangled lines etc. What you brought, take it with you home.



If you intend to make a fire, think about the fire danger.
 Lighting a fire is only allowed on fire places.
 Some times in the year is it not allowed to light up fire. Keep your self informed.



A pleasant behavior is nice for everybody’s comfort.
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